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ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS

ISPEX is a well-established energy consultancy �rm that has been operating on the German market for over 
ten years. ISPEX offers solutions in all areas related to energy management to companies and public bodies 
operating in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

The focus of our consultancy activities is oriented towards the needs of our clients. For all its client groups 
ISPEX uses special online platforms. These guarantee the most ef�cient and cost-effective solutions in 
the procural process, taking into account any internal company directives or administrative regulations. 
In cases where ISPEX plays a regular or on-going advisory role, ISPEX can, if desired, take charge of the entire 
energy controlling process. ISPEX essentially covers everything and anything related to energy auditing and 
energy management systems that is contained within the �elds of energy technology and energy ef�ciency.

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with the German Tax Advisory Law (StBerG) and the German Legal Services Act (RDG), no tax-related or legal consultancy 
services that are subject to authorisation will be performed by ISPEX. Upon your request, on your behalf and under your name, ISPEX will 
assign a quali�ed lawyer and act as your correspondent with said lawyer.
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Handing over of responsibilities
Using energy management software
of�cially recognized by the BAFA,
ISPEX offers complete security when
it comes to acquiring and monitoring
contract, consumption and invoice
data. If desired, ISPEX can also take
charge of auditing, set up a compre-
hensive energy controlling system
within the company, and can be hired
as an external energy commissioner.

Ful�lment of legal requirements 
ISPEX helps companies ful�l legal
requirements related to operational
energy management. This includes
carrying out energy audits in accord-
ance with DIN EN 16247-1 as well as
introducing energy management sys-
tems. For public contractors, ISPEX
carries out  electricity and gas ten-
dering in accordance with the new

e-tendering regulations.

Energy prices drop 
ISPEX calculates the most cost-ef-
�cient deals for electricity and gas 
using one-of-a-kind online tools. For 
large companies, ISPEX continually 
monitors market prices and man-
ages their energy supply contracts 
according to a predetermined sales 
strategy. We also optimize costs for 
energy and gas grid utilization fees 
as well as routine taxes and levies.*
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ISPEX is a well-established energy consultancy � rm that has been operating on the German market for over 
ten years. ISPEX offers solutions in all areas related to energy management to companies and public bodies 
operating in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

The focus of our consultancy activities is oriented towards the needs of our clients. For all its client groups 
ISPEX uses special online platforms. These guarantee the most ef� cient and cost-effective solutions in 
the procural process, taking into account any internal company directives or administrative regulations. 
In cases where ISPEX plays a regular or on-going advisory role, ISPEX can, if desired, take charge of the entire 
energy controlling process. ISPEX essentially covers everything and anything related to energy auditing and 
energy management systems that is contained within the � elds of energy technology and energy ef� ciency.

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with the German Tax Advisory Law (StBerG) and the German Legal Services Act (RDG), no tax-related or legal consultancy 
services that are subject to authorisation will be performed by ISPEX. Upon your request, on your behalf and under your name, ISPEX will 
assign a quali�ed lawyer and act as your correspondent with said lawyer.
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Handing over of responsibilities
Using energy management software 
of� cially recognized by the BAFA, 
ISPEX offers complete security when 
it comes to acquiring and monitoring 
contract, consumption and invoice 
data. If desired, ISPEX can also take 
charge of auditing, set up a compre-
hensive energy controlling system 
within the company, and can be hired 
as an external energy commissioner.

Ful� lment of legal requirements  
ISPEX helps companies ful� l legal 
requirements related to operational 
energy management. This includes 
carrying out energy audits in accord-
ance with DIN EN 16247-1 as well as 
introducing energy management sys-
tems. For public contractors, ISPEX 
carries out  electricity and gas ten-
dering in accordance with the new 

e-tendering regulations.

Energy prices drop 
ISPEX calculates the most cost-ef-
� cient deals for electricity and gas
using one-of-a-kind online tools. For 
large companies, ISPEX continually
monitors market prices and man-
ages their energy supply contracts
according to a predetermined sales
strategy. We also optimize costs for
energy and gas grid utilization fees
as well as routine taxes and levies.*



ISPEX offers companies with high energy consump-
tion a comprehensive energy management system 
while also providing business, technical and legal 
consultancy services. These include achieving cost re-
ductions through the tendering of gas and electricity
needs, the optimization of taxes, statutory expenses
and levies, and the mitigation of grid-use charges.* 
By employing a constant energy controlling system, 
we are able to continuously monitor the cost scenario 
and assume all the responsibilities of an outsourced 
energy department. From energy audits to energy man-
agement systems, we are able to cater for all issues 
relating to energy technology and energy ef�ciency, all 
while ensuring that statutory requirements are ful�lled.

*Please note the legal notice on the back.

Public contractors are obliged to switch over their gas 
and electricity tendering procedures to an entirely 
electronic system (e-procurement). Alongside a strict 
compliance with procurement laws, it is also our ob-
ligation to make the process of tendering electricity 
and gas supplies as ef�cient as possible. Here, ISPEX’s 
experience gathered from several thousand energy 
auctions and tenderings is exploited on the online 
platform developed by ISPEX. In addition to ful�lling 
statutory publishing obligations, this also ensures a 
wide reach in the energy industry as well as a transparent
overview of the market competition  so that optimal 
prices can be negotiated. In this way, the procedure 
brings together dependability, transparency, and an 
optimum  overview of the market competition.

Medium and large-sized
enterprises

Comprehensive energy management

Public contractors
Electricity and gas tendering 

(e-procurement)

Small enterprises
Energy cost optimization

for commerce, and small and mid-sized companies

e-procurement

Legally compliant implementation

Online e-procurement platform

Broad reach amongst electricity  
and natural gas suppliers

Competitive price setting using  
electronic auctions

Ef�ciency optimized tendering

 Energy management

Energy procurement

Taxes, statutory expenses 
and levies*

Energy controlling of grid-use 
 charges 

 Energy audits in accordance with  
DIN EN 16247-1

Energy management systems in  
accordance with ISO 50001

Ef�cient use of energy in the 
 company

ALEXANDRA
SCHRÖDER

Your contact        

ISPEX Energy Service helps commercial energy con-
sumers to optimize their costs if they have an annu-
al consumption of at least 30,000 kWh electricity or 
gas. All of this is for free. As an indpendent service 
provider, ISPEX works with those energy providers 
that, through tendering, offer the best conditions for 
supplying electricity or gas. Most important to us are 
the dependability of supply, customer service, and the 
best value energy prices. ISPEX monitors the dura-
tion and pricing terms of the energy supply contracts 
and actively seeks to exploit optimization potential to 
bring about further savings. Our satis� ed customers 
include real estate management companies, industrial 
and health companies, as well as representatives from 
the catering industry, wholesale and retail sectors.

Energy service 

 Electricity and gas at consistently  
good prices 

 Contract management with 
guaranteed savings

 Germany-wide market overview  

 Bundling for chains

ISPEX Energie-Service
service@ispexenergy.com
0921 / 150 911 14 94
www.ispex.de/energie-service 

SUSAN 
THIEME

Your contact

THOMAS
GRIENSTEIDL

Your contact        ISPEX Energiemanagement
bayreuth@ispex.de
0921 / 150 911 15 55
www.ispex.de/energiemanagement

ISPEX e-Vergabe
alexandra.schroeder@ispex.de
0511 / 220 662 57
www.ispex.de/e-vergabe 



ISPEX offers companies with high energy consump-
tion a comprehensive energy management system 
while also providing business, technical and legal 
consultancy services. These include achieving cost re-
ductions through the tendering of gas and electricity
needs, the optimization of taxes, statutory expenses
and levies, and the mitigation of grid-use charges.* 
By employing a constant energy controlling system, 
we are able to continuously monitor the cost scenario 
and assume all the responsibilities of an outsourced 
energy department. From energy audits to energy man-
agement systems, we are able to cater for all issues 
relating to energy technology and energy ef� ciency, all 
while ensuring that statutory requirements are ful� lled.

*Please note the legal notice on the back.

Public contractors are obliged to switch over their gas 
and electricity tendering procedures to an entirely 
electronic system (e-procurement). Alongside a strict 
compliance with procurement laws, it is also our ob-
ligation to make the process of tendering electricity 
and gas supplies as ef�cient as possible. Here, ISPEX’s 
experience gathered from several thousand energy 
auctions and tenderings is exploited on the online 
platform developed by ISPEX. In addition to ful�lling 
statutory publishing obligations, this also ensures a 
wide reach in the energy industry as well as a transparent
overview of the market competition  so that optimal 
prices can be negotiated. In this way, the procedure 
brings together dependability, transparency, and an 
optimum  overview of the market competition.

Medium and large-sized
enterprises

Comprehensive energy management

Public contractors
Electricity and gas tendering 

(e-procurement)

Small enterprises
Energy cost optimization

for commerce, and small and mid-sized companies

e-procurement

Legally compliant implementation

Online e-procurement platform

Broad reach amongst electricity  
and natural gas suppliers

Competitive price setting using  
electronic auctions

Ef�ciency optimized tendering

 Energy management

 Energy procurement

 Taxes, statutory expenses 
and levies*

 Energy controlling of grid-use 
 charges 

 Energy audits in accordance with  
DIN EN 16247-1

 Energy management systems in  
accordance with ISO 50001

 Ef� cient use of energy in the 
 company

ALEXANDRA
SCHRÖDER

Your contact        

ISPEX Energy Service helps commercial energy con-
sumers to optimize their costs if they have an annu-
al consumption of at least 30,000 kWh electricity or 
gas. All of this is for free. As an indpendent service 
provider, ISPEX works with those energy providers 
that, through tendering, offer the best conditions for 
supplying electricity or gas. Most important to us are 
the dependability of supply, customer service, and the 
best value energy prices. ISPEX monitors the dura-
tion and pricing terms of the energy supply contracts 
and actively seeks to exploit optimization potential to 
bring about further savings. Our satis�ed customers 
include real estate management companies, industrial 
and health companies, as well as representatives from 
the catering industry, wholesale and retail sectors.

Energy service 

Electricity and gas at consistently  
good prices 

Contract management with 
guaranteed savings

Germany-wide market overview  

Bundling for chains

ISPEX Energie-Service
service@ispexenergy.com
0921 / 150 911 14 94
www.ispex.de/energie-service 

SUSAN
THIEME

Your contact

THOMAS
GRIENSTEIDL

Your contact        ISPEX Energiemanagement
bayreuth@ispex.de
0921 / 150 911 15 55
www.ispex.de/energiemanagement 

ISPEX e-Vergabe
alexandra.schroeder@ispex.de
0511 / 220 662 57
www.ispex.de/e-vergabe 



ISPEX offers companies with high energy consump-
tion a comprehensive energy management system 
while also providing business, technical and legal 
consultancy services. These include achieving cost re-
ductions through the tendering of gas and electricity
needs, the optimization of taxes, statutory expenses
and levies, and the mitigation of grid-use charges.* 
By employing a constant energy controlling system, 
we are able to continuously monitor the cost scenario 
and assume all the responsibilities of an outsourced 
energy department. From energy audits to energy man-
agement systems, we are able to cater for all issues 
relating to energy technology and energy ef�ciency, all 
while ensuring that statutory requirements are ful�lled.

*Please note the legal notice on the back.

Public contractors are obliged to switch over their gas 
and electricity tendering procedures to an entirely 
electronic system (e-procurement). Alongside a strict 
compliance with procurement laws, it is also our ob-
ligation to make the process of tendering electricity 
and gas supplies as ef� cient as possible. Here, ISPEX’s 
experience gathered from several thousand energy 
auctions and tenderings is exploited on the online 
platform developed by ISPEX. In addition to ful� lling 
statutory publishing obligations, this also ensures a 
wide reach in the energy industry as well as a transparent 
overview of the market competition  so that optimal 
prices can be negotiated. In this way, the procedure 
brings together dependability, transparency, and an 
optimum  overview of the market competition.

Medium and large-sized
enterprises

Comprehensive energy management

Public contractors
Electricity and gas tendering 

(e-procurement)

Small enterprises
Energy cost optimization

for commerce, and small and mid-sized companies

e-procurement

Legally compliant implementation

Online e-procurement platform

Broad reach amongst electricity
and natural gas suppliers

Competitive price setting using
electronic auctions

Ef� ciency optimized tendering

 Energy management

Energy procurement

Taxes, statutory expenses 
and levies*

Energy controlling of grid-use 
 charges 

 Energy audits in accordance with  
DIN EN 16247-1

Energy management systems in  
accordance with ISO 50001

Ef�cient use of energy in the 
 company

ANDREAS
SEEGERS

Your contact        

ISPEX Energy Service helps commercial energy con-
sumers to optimize their costs if they have an annu-
al consumption of at least 30,000 kWh electricity or 
gas. All of this is for free. As an indpendent service 
provider, ISPEX works with those energy providers 
that, through tendering, offer the best conditions for 
supplying electricity or gas. Most important to us are 
the dependability of supply, customer service, and the 
best value energy prices. ISPEX monitors the dura-
tion and pricing terms of the energy supply contracts 
and actively seeks to exploit optimization potential to 
bring about further savings. Our satis�ed customers 
include real estate management companies, industrial 
and health companies, as well as representatives from 
the catering industry, wholesale and retail sectors.

Energy service 

Electricity and gas at consistently  
good prices 

Contract management with 
guaranteed savings

Germany-wide market overview  

Bundling for chains

ISPEX Energie-Service
service@ispexenergy.com
0921 / 150 911 14 94
www.ispex.de/energie-service 

SUSAN
THIEME

Your contact

THOMAS
GRIENSTEIDL

Your contact        ISPEX Energiemanagement
bayreuth@ispex.de
0921 / 150 911 15 55
www.ispex.de/energiemanagement

ISPEX e-Vergabe
energie@ispex.de
0921 / 150 911 110
www.ispex.de/e-vergabe 
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ISPEX is a well-established energy consultancy �rm that has been operating on the German market for over 
ten years. ISPEX offers solutions in all areas related to energy management to companies and public bodies 
operating in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

The focus of our consultancy activities is oriented towards the needs of our clients. For all its client groups 
ISPEX uses special online platforms. These guarantee the most ef�cient and cost-effective solutions in 
the procural process, taking into account any internal company directives or administrative regulations. 
In cases where ISPEX plays a regular or on-going advisory role, ISPEX can, if desired, take charge of the entire 
energy controlling process. ISPEX essentially covers everything and anything related to energy auditing and 
energy management systems that is contained within the �elds of energy technology and energy ef�ciency.

LEGAL NOTICE
In accordance with the German Tax Advisory Law (StBerG) and the German Legal Services Act (RDG), no tax-related or legal consultancy 
services that are subject to authorisation will be performed by ISPEX. Upon your request, on your behalf and under your name, ISPEX will 
assign a quali� ed lawyer and act as your correspondent with said lawyer.
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Handing over of responsibilities
Using energy management software
of�cially recognized by the BAFA,
ISPEX offers complete security when
it comes to acquiring and monitoring
contract, consumption and invoice
data. If desired, ISPEX can also take
charge of auditing, set up a compre-
hensive energy controlling system
within the company, and can be hired
as an external energy commissioner.

Ful�lment of legal requirements 
ISPEX helps companies ful�l legal
requirements related to operational
energy management. This includes
carrying out energy audits in accord-
ance with DIN EN 16247-1 as well as
introducing energy management sys-
tems. For public contractors, ISPEX
carries out  electricity and gas ten-
dering in accordance with the new

e-tendering regulations.

Energy prices drop 
ISPEX calculates the most cost-ef-
�cient deals for electricity and gas 
using one-of-a-kind online tools. For 
large companies, ISPEX continually 
monitors market prices and man-
ages their energy supply contracts 
according to a predetermined sales 
strategy. We also optimize costs for 
energy and gas grid utilization fees 
as well as routine taxes and levies.*




